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Foreword
• The content of this presentation is subject to change prior to the 22R1 Release

Please note the revision date on the title slide

• Veeva encourages you to always reference Release documentation from our Release pages to 
ensure you are using the latest information

Help à Release Notes à About the 22R1 Release

A recording of this webinar, and the associated slide deck, will be available 
on this page at the conclusion of the webinar series
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Interact With Us!

Please use ‘Q&A’ to 
ask a question
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Planning for the 22R1 Release

Identify key
release dates

Review new features
based on themes

Logistics Announcements Features

Note: Keep Alert for Polling!

Promote awareness of 
Veeva events



Logistics
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22R1 Release Calendar
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

20 21
System Release Memo 
Pre-release Vaults 
available

22
Compliance Documents 
22R1 Release Webinars

23
22R1 Release Webinars

24
22R1 Release Webinars

25
Executed OQs

26

27 28 29
22R1 Release Webinars

30
22R1 Release Webinars

31
22R1 Release Webinars

1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8
Upgrade – Early PODs 
VV1-2, VV1-1065, VV1-
1088, VV1-1055, VV1-
1121, VV1-1146

9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17
Easter

18 19 20 21 22
Upgrade – all remaining 
PODs

23

Customer Validation

MAR

APR
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22R1 Go Live
• All customers upgraded to 22R1

− Applies to Production, Test, and Sandbox Vaults APRIL

Friday
08

APRIL

Friday
22

PODs VV1-2, VV1-1065,
VV1-1088, VV1-1146

All Other PODs

Date POD Start Time Duration

8 Apr 2022

US PODs VV1-1055, VV1-1121
Sandbox PODs

2:00 pm PT Up to 4 hours

US PODs VV1-2, VV1-1065,
VV1-1088, VV1-1146

6:00 pm PT Up to 4 hours

Date POD Start Time Duration

22 Apr 2022

APAC POD VV3-3064
APAC & EU Sandbox PODs

10:00 am PT Up to 4 hours

US Sandbox PODs 2:00 pm PT Up to 4 hours

US PODs (except Apr 8th PODs)
EU PODs
APAC POD VV3-34

6:00 pm PT Up to 4 hours
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Early POD Upgrade Schedule
• The annual schedule for early POD upgrades is as follows:

Release Early PODs
Production Sandbox Agency

R1 - April VV1-2 VV1-1055
VV1-1121

VV1-1065
VV1-1088

R2 - August VV1-8 VV1-1068 VV1-1065
VV1-1088

R3 - December VV1-12 VV1-1069 VV1-1065
VV1-1088

• In each release, all Vaults on the designated early PODs will receive access to
Pre-Release 2 weeks earlier than other PODs
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Pre-Release Environments

• Since 20R1, customers have to provision and refresh their own
Pre-Release Vaults

− Veeva Operations enables Pre-Release 4-6 weeks ahead of each release
− We highly recommend refreshing prior to using the Pre-Release for testing

• See Vault Help video for a walk-through of the creation and refresh process

• Pre-Release Vaults include:

− Configuration

− Vault Owners

− Object Data referenced in configuration rules

− NO Documents or transactional data

http://vaulthelp2.vod309.com/wordpress/troubleshooting/pre-release-faq/
http://vaulthelp2.vod309.com/wordpress/tutorial-videos/demo-self-serve-pre-release-sandbox-vaults/
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22R1 Release Webinar Series
• Product-specific webinars focused on the use cases and impact of key features

− All webinars are presented at multiple times

− One webinar per product set will be recorded and available after the series at:

Help > Release Notes > About the 22R1 Release

Platform

• Mar 22 at 9 AM ET
• Mar 24 at 3 PM ET
• Mar 29 at 11 AM ET

• Mar 22 at 3 PM ET
• Mar 23 at 12 PM ET
• Mar 24 at 9 AM ET
• Mar 31 at 8 AM ET

QDocs, Station Mgr, Training
• Mar 22 at 12 PM ET
• Mar 23 at 9 AM ET
• Mar 29 at 8 AM ET

QMS
• Mar 22 at 8 AM ET
• Mar 23 at 12 PM ET
• Mar 24 at 9 AM ET

• Mar 22 at 9 AM ET
• Mar 23 at 10 AM ET
• Mar 24 at 12 PM ET

Register Here Register Here Register Here Register Here

https://veeva.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_iewLHSrYSFmVJcW6HHK1Mw
https://go.veeva.com/l/28972/2022-02-09/9h3gv2
https://veeva.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Wak4mjgESXyr5H8jozRDJQ
https://veeva.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_ch_1A52WSQ6iPB1I2kYLIA
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• Join Veeva Customer Success and Product teams for an education session on new 
features in the Veeva Vault developer-focused toolkit

• This webinar is geared towards current users of the Vault Developer toolkit (API)

• Key topics for discussion will include: 
− Detailed explanation of new features 
− Spark Integration Services
− Java SDK updates
− Considerations for using new features, and impacts

features may have on your Vault or end users 

• Advanced registration required

Thursday, April 7th at 8:00 AM PT / 11:00 AM ET / 4:00 PM CET

22R1 Developer Release Deep Dive

https://veeva.zoom.us/webinar/register/3316443347147/WN_V22aIAqqRPavqbn0N3b4dw


Announcements
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Reconnect and network with the life
sciences community for one day in Zurich

Meet with old friends and colleagues and 
get to know some new ones.

Spark new ideas and gain practical advice.

Get inspired by stories of digital 
transformation at leading companies.

Be the first to learn about new innovations.

Save your spot.
Scan to register now.

Zurich • 8 June 2022

We’re excited to 
get back together.
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• Microsoft has announced IE 11 will be retired on June 15, 2022

• With the 22R1 release (April 2022), Vault will no longer support Microsoft 
Internet Explorer 11

• Vault customers should explore transitioning to other browser applications in 
advance of this date

• Refer to Vault’s list of supported browsers to identify an appropriate browser to 
use

Internet Explorer (IE)

http://vaulthelp2.vod309.com/wordpress/troubleshooting/supported-browsers/
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Deprecation of Office Online™ Integration
• Beginning with the 22R1 documents that have been checked out to Office 

Online™ will no longer be accessible
− The Collaborative Authoring with Microsoft Office™ feature replaces this functionality
− For more information about Collaborative Authoring, please visit the Resource Hub and reach out to 

your Customer Success Manager or Managed Services consultant

• Note that documents that are checked out to Office Online™ can be checked back 
into Vault until 22R1 

− With 22R1, the legacy functionality will be deprecated completely. Check in from Office Online will no 
longer be possible and the check out must instead be cancelled

− Ensure that users check in Office Online documents prior to the 22R1 release date

https://www.veeva.com/products/vault-platform/collaborative-authoring/
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Vault Help 
Improvements* • Easy Access to Applications from Landing Page

• Improved Search Capabilities

• Updated Videos

• Updated Learn More Links

*NOTE: Customers using Legacy Vault Help Links 
will need to update these links before the 22R2 
Release as Legacy Vault Help will be retired 
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Vault Foundations

Platform

System Ownership

Validation and Change 
Control

Managing Vault 
Releases

Training

Submissions

Document 
Management

Submission Content 
Planning

Health Authority 
Interactions

Reports and 
Dashboards

QualityDocs

Controlled Document 
Management

ItoF and DtoA
Document 

Management

Reports and 
Dashboards

eTMF

Document Contribution

Document QC

EDLs and Milestones

Reports and 
Dashboards

A new series of assets focused on helping customers be successful in managing their Vault applications as 
well as the use of core application functionality
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Webinar Poll – Audience Demographics



22R1 Platform Features
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Feature Enablement and Applicability

Legend

On By Default

Enabled By Configuration

Pharma-only use case

MedTech-only use case
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22R1 Vault Platform Themes

System 
Administration

User 
Experience

SecurityDocument 
Management ReportingData Management



Document Management
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Overview
• Disable annotation operations that 

allow a user to move off an unsaved 
annotation
• Enable a user to scroll through a 

document while composing an 
annotation, without having to save or 
dismiss the annotation

Business Justification
• Improve the user experience while 

composing an annotation

Annotate Usability 
Improvements

Disable other 
annotation 
operations

Unsaved 
annotation

Scroll, zoom, apply full 
screen, fit width, and height
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Overview
• Zoom, fit width, fit height, and full 

screen operations are now buttons, 
instead of menus, and are available 
while composing an annotation

Business Justification
• Improve the user experience working 

with annotations

Annotate Usability 
Improvements

Zoom, apply full screen, fit 
width, and height

Unsaved 
annotation
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Overview
• Provide the ability to rotate all of the 

pages in a document while viewing 
(rotation not saved)
• Previously it was only possible to rotate 

one page at a time

Business Justification
• Eliminate the need for a user to rotate 

each individual page when viewing a 
multi-page document

Annotate Usability 
Improvements
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Annotate Usability 
Improvements

Overview
• Users can now differentiate document 

link annotations from permalink
annotations in filters, document lists, 
and reports (not shown)

Business Justification
• Improve the user experience 

distinguishingg between document link 
annotations and permalink annotations

http://vaulthelp.vod309.com/wordpress/user-help/document-collaboration-markup/using-document-references/
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Annotate Usability 
Improvements

Overview
• The Authors annotation filter now 

includes users that replied to 
annotations, in addition to users that 
created annotations

Business Justification
• Improve the user experience finding 

annotations using filtersAuthors filter shows the user that 
created the annotation (Ron),
and the user that replied (Bob)
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Annotate Usability 
Improvements

Overview
• By default, users can copy text from a 

document while viewing it in Vault
• An Admin can now require users have 

the ability to annotate the document, 
or download the document’s source or 
rendition, in order to copy a 
document’s text

Business Justification
• Ensure a user cannot use Vault as a 

“backdoor” to copy a document’s 
content if the user does not have 
permission to copy it’s content outside 
Vault, or via the “Revise text” 
annotation

Admin setting on 
Admin > Settings > General Settings 

page
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Overview
• Users can now upload a file from their 

GoogleDrive when performing one of 
the following operations on a 
document in Vault:
• Create Draft
• Upload New Version

Business Justification
• Expand the GoogleDrive integration so 

users can utilize standard Vault 
operations to upload files

Google Drive Integration: 
Create Draft & Upload New 

Version
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Google Drive Integration: 
Create Draft & Upload New Version

• Details
In the previous release, Vault introduced the ability to Check Out files to, and Check In files from your Google Drive

This feature expands the Google Drive integration so users can upload files from their Google Drive to a Vault document using
the Create Draft and Upload New Version operations

• Considerations
The security on Google Drive files is governed by the customer’s Google Drive setup, and does not reflect the Document 
Sharing Settings in Vault

If customers require stringent control on content files managed in Vault, we recommend using the Collaborative Authoring 
with Microsoft Office feature

The first time Vault users perform a Google Drive Action, they will need to authorize Veeva Vault to access their Google 
Account
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Google Drive Integration: 
Upload to Placeholder

<Single screenshot only>

Overview
• Users can now upload a file from their 

GoogleDrive when performing an 
Upload File operation on a document 
placeholder in Vault:

Business Justification
• Expand the GoogleDrive integration so 

users can utilize standard Vault 
operations to upload files
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Google Drive Integration: Upload to Placeholder

• Details
In the previous release, Vault introduced the ability to Check Out files to, and Check In files from your Google Drive

This feature expands the Google Drive integration so users can upload files from their Google Drive to a Vault placeholder 
document using the Upload to Placeholder operation

• Considerations
The security on Google Drive files is governed by the customer’s Google Drive setup, and does not reflect the Document 
Sharing Settings in Vault

If customers require stringent control on content files managed in Vault, we recommend using the Collaborative Authoring 
with Microsoft Office feature

The first time Vault users perform a Google Drive Action, they will need to authorize Veeva Vault to access their Google 
Account
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Overview
• PDF document property values for Title, 

Author, Subject, and Keywords can now 
be carried over from Microsoft Office 
source document types

Business Justification
• EMA submission guidelines for Product 

Information (labelling) documents 
require populating the PDF properties 
with key product information
• Prior to this release, Vault did not 

persist the MS Office fields, so users 
would manually update the PDF prior 
to publishing

Auto-Populate Rendition
PDF Metadata

Word Properties in the 
source document…

…become PDF Document 
Properties in the rendition
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Auto-Populate Rendition PDF Metadata
• Details

This behavior is controlled by a new Vault Rendition setting named “Include source document properties in the Viewable 
Rendition”

The setting can be applied to all documents in a Vault via Admin > Settings > Rendition Settings, or on select documents using a 
Rendition Profile

• Considerations
PDF source files currently maintain the document properties and will continue to do so. This new setting will only apply to 
Microsoft Office document types (Word, Excel, PowerPoint)

Source document properties are supported for both PDF and PDF/A renditions
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Overview
• Copy text from a Vault document 
• Hold the ‘C’ key (cursor changes to the 

copy tool), drag the mouse over text 
(highlighted text turns light blue), and 
release the mouse
• The highlighted text is copied to your 

paste buffer

Business Justification
• Allow users to quickly copy text from a 

Vault document in order to paste it in 
another file

Copy Text from Viewer
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Copy Text from Viewer
• Considerations

Works in View mode (shown left) and Annotate mode

Limited to authenticated users (not available on token-based, anonymous and public viewers)
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Overview
• Users can edit the text and hierarchy of 

existing bookmarks in a document’s 
rendition
• Edits to bookmarks are also saved to 

the viewable rendition

Business Justification
• Bookmarks may have minor errors that 

need to be addressed before publishing
• Today, some customers use a 

formatting step to modify the source 
file before Approval
• This feature provides the ability to 

make quick, simple edits to the text and 
structure of bookmarks without editing 
the source file

Editable Bookmarks
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Editable Bookmarks
• Details

Clicking the Save icon in the Bookmark header saves all edits and regenerates the document’s viewable rendition

Supported bookmark actions are Rename, Move Up, Move Down, Promote, Demote, and Delete

If document is re-rendered by user, or if Merge Fields is triggered, the edited bookmarks are preserved in that document 
version

• Considerations
Users with Manage Viewable Rendition permission can edit bookmarks in Vault

Additional bookmarks cannot be added/created

Bookmark edits are not persisted if the document is versioned
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Overview
• Admins can setup a workflow to 

automatically remove e-signatures 
collected during a workflow that fails to 
complete successfully

Business Justification
• Removing e-signatures from a “failed” 

workflow can be advantageous when:
• The workflow is cancelled for any 

reason (i.e. an incorrect or missing 
approver)
• The document is rejected due to 

incorrect metadata, and the 
approval signatures should be 
removed before re-routing the 
same document version after 
making metadata corrections

Remove eSignature from 
Documents
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Remove eSignature from Documents
• Considerations

eSignatures can only be removed on the current active workflow (not from previous workflows)

eSigantures can be removed using a Workflow Cancellation Action and a Content Action 

eSignatures can be removed for a specific task and verdict
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Overview
• This feature helps Vault ensure 

downloaded documents always include 
their intended overlay(s)

Business Justification
• Organizations use overlays to identify 

and control the use of downloaded 
copies outside Vault
• Without their intended overlay(s), 

downloaded copies create compliance 
concerns
• This feature eliminates the very rare 

(0.04%) occasion when users were able 
to download copies without overlays 
prior to this release

Required Overlays
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Required Overlays
• Details

Overlays typically apply Vault document metadata to downloaded copies
• i.e. Document Number, Version, Document State, etc.

Overlays often include statements about how downloaded copies can be used
• i.e. Valid for 24 hours from <download date> 

Without the intended document metadata or usage statements, downloaded copies can pose 
compliance risks for customers
Although the risk of downloading documents without overlays rarely occurred, Veeva introduced this feature to ensure it 
never happens

• Considerations
CrossLinks:

• IF Exclude source document overlays = unchecked (you want source document overlays in your CrossLink)
• AND Vault is unable to apply the source document overlays
• THEN the CrossLink will be created without a document

It is possible, but not recommended, to configure overlays to be optional, allowing a user to 
download a document’s viewable PDF rendition if Vault is unable to apply the intended overlay(s)
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Overview
• Admins can now exclude specific types 

of captions (e.g. Table, Figure, 
Sequence Table Notes) in an MS Word 
document from automatically 
generating bookmarks in a viewable 
rendition

Business Justification
• Provide better bookmark navigation 

within a viewable rendition by 
excluding bookmarks from unwanted 
captions

Caption Bookmark Exclusions

BEFORE 
excluding 
Sequence 
Table Note 

captions

Each 
footnote is a 
Sequence 
Table Note 

captions

AFTER excluding, only 
Figure and Table 
caption footnotes 

remain
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Caption Bookmark Exclusions

Overview
• Admins can now configure 

generation of “List of” bookmark 
sections in viewable renditions 
created from MS Word document 
captions (previously required Veeva 
Support to configure)

Business Justification
• Provide better bookmark navigation 

within a viewable rendition by 
generating “List of” bookmarks

BEFORE 
excluding 

Sequence Table 
Note captions 
from “list of” 
bookmarks

AFTER  
excluding 

Sequence Table 
Note captions 
from “list of” 
bookmarks
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Caption Bookmark Exclusions
• Details

This feature can be configured for all viewable renditions (Admin > Settings > Rendition Settings), and for specific documents 
by creating a Rendition Profile (Configuration > Rendition Profiles)

Exclude Captions of Type is available when either Auto generate bookmarks for captions or Generate “List of …” bookmark 
sections per caption type is enabled

• Considerations
Up to 25 captions can be excluded in Renditions Settings and in each Rendition Profile

Admins can provide the names of additional MS Word Captions that can be excluded from a viewable rendition’s bookmarks 
using a new Picklist called Caption Exclusions
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Microsoft Word Microsoft Word

Caption Bookmark Exclusions

Toggle field code to show 
existing caption’s label
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Overview
• Admins now have an easy, self-service 

way to access Microsoft errors 
encountered with the Collaborative 
Authoring with Microsoft Office feature
• Admins can download the full 

Microsoft API trace file for each 
individual error
• Accessible from Admin > Logs > 

Collaborative Authoring Error Log

Business Justification
• Microsoft support often requires 

Microsoft API trace files
• Prior to this feature, customers 

required Veeva Support to retrieve 
Microsoft API trace files

Collaborative Authoring 
Troubleshooting Page

Links provide access to 
Microsoft API trace files 

for each error
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Overview
• New option for users to download large 

rendition files to Vault File Manager 
(Windows OS desktop application)

Business Justification
• With this feature, customers who were 

previously using Vault Loader to extract 
files first to a File staging area and then 
using FTP to download the file to their 
machine, will no longer need to do this
• This reduces the pains caused by third 

party FTP clients allowing users to 
easily download large rendition files 
right from Vault using VFM

Download Rendition Files to 
Vault File Manager
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Download Rendition Files to Vault File Manager
• Considerations

Downloading rendition files above 4 GB in size will cause Vault to prompt a user to perform the download using Vault File 
Manager for improved speed and performance
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Overview
• Users can pause in-progress uploads 

and downloads of files, and resume 
execution at a later time
• Users can sort files by the order in 

which they will be uploaded or 
downloaded

Business Justification
• Enable users to manage upload and 

download processing of individual files, 
and see the order in which each file is 
processed

Pause & Resume Uploads & 
Downloads with Vault File 

Manager
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Overview
• When using the Bulk Actions 

functionality to make changes on 
documents, Vault will now:

- Display a generic error message for any UI 
errors that do not have a pre-defined 
error message

- Display an error message if a user 
attempts to update a read-only field on a 
document via bulk action using the API

Business Justification
• Clearer information to users when 

executing bulk actions on documents
• Prior to this enhancement, if a user 

attempted to update a read-only field 
via bulk actions in the API, no error was 
presented

Enhanced Bulk Document 
Update: Validation Behavior 

Changes

Generic error message 
displayed for UI Errors 
encountered via Bulk 
Document updates
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Overview
• Users can now filter OneWorkflow

tasks using fields of the documents 
contained within the tasks

Business Justification
• Enable users to quickly find 

OneWorkflow tasks that contain 
documents meeting document 
metadata

Filter Envelope Tasks by 
Document Fields

When a user filters 
Tasks by Envelope …

Users can add document 
field filters to show 
OneWorkflow tasks 

containing documents 
matching the filter criteria

Users can add document 
field filters to show 

OneWorkflow tasks that 
contain matching 

documents
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Email to Vault: Create Records for Bounced Emails
• Overview

Email to Vault now provides tools to help with debugging bounced emails

When Vault bounces an inbound email because it is considered spam or because the sender fails SPF or DKIM authenticity 
checks, it now creates an Email object record in the Bounced lifecycle state

• Considerations
Customers can create a daily flash report to alert Admins to what has been marked as spam

Admins can inspect the bounced emails and have Vault process them if deemed legitimate
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Overview
• Customers can now use workflows to 

route a specific version of documents
• Admins can configure workflows to 

“stick” to a document’s version, even if 
a new Draft version is created

Business Justification
• A Review workflow should remain with 

the version routed, even if the 
document owner creates a new Draft 
to begin incorporating comments 
already received
• QualityDocs: Periodic Review 

workflows should remain with the 
Steady State Effective version, even if   
a new Draft is created to start a new 
editing cycle

Bound Version Create Draft

<Single screenshot only>

Workflow linked to Steady State 
(Effective) version

Later Draft version 
NOT in workflow
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Bound Version Create Draft
• Considerations

This feature is available for OneWorkflows on documents

Binding to a version is a configurable option when creating 
document workflows – the feature is automatically available (Auto 
On) for System Admins to utilize

By default, all OneWorkflows for documents will use the latest 
version of documents



User Experience
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Overview
• When a user clicks on the Action 

chevron, Vault will display a drop down, 
even if there is only one action 
available
• Previously, Vault triggered the action 

when a user clicked the button

Business Justification
• Ensures a user visually confirms the 

action before choosing to start it
• Creates a consistent user experience 

triggering document & record actions

Workflow Action Menu for 
Objects: Drop-Down Behavior 

Update

Drop down list 
displays even if 
there is only one 
action available
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Overview
• Vault no longer immediately performs 

an action when a user clicks on the 
State Change and Workflow Actions 
Chevron 

Business Justification
• Prior to this release, when there was 

only one state change or one workflow 
action available
• Vault performed the operation 

when the Chevron was clicked
• This sometimes caused users to 

perform the operation 
unintentionally

Action UI – Documents:
Expose Drop-Down from 
Chevron for One Action

<Single screenshot only>
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Overview
• Add today’s date into a date field with 

one click on the Today link
• Available when editing date fields one 

record at a time, and in bulk editing 
mode
• Today’s date is based on the timezone

defined on the user’s computer

Business Justification
• Improve the user experience editing 

record metadata
• Provide a faster, easier way to add 

today’s date to record date fields

Today Link for Date Fields on 
Object Record Detail Page

Record Detail Page

Bulk Edit page
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Today Link for Date Fields on Doc Info Page
• Considerations

This link is only available for editable date fields – it does not apply to read-only & system managed date fields
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Overview
• Add today’s date into a date field with 

one click on the Today link
• Available when editing date fields one 

document at a time, and in bulk editing 
mode
• Today’s date is based on the timezone

defined on the user’s computer

Business Justification
• Improve the user experience editing 

document metadata
• Provide a faster, easier way to add 

today’s date to document date fields

Today Link for Date Fields on 
Doc Info Page

7

Doc Info page

Bulk Edit page
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Today Link for Date Fields on Doc Info Page
• Considerations

This link is only available for editable date fields – it does not apply to read-only & system managed date fields
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Overview
The following slides describe a set of 
enhancements to improve:
• The way the Vault Thesaurus helps 

end users find documents and records 
using the Vault Search function

• The way System Admins manage
search terms and Synonyms in a Vault 
Thesaurus

Considerations
• Vault Search uses Synonyms across all 

search scopes, including documents, 
document full-text, attachment full-
text, and object records

Multidirectional & Phrase 
Synonyms
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Overview
• This is an enhancement that helps 

System Admins manage their Vault 
Thesaurus
• This feature increases the number of 

Synonyms A System Admin can define 
in Vault a Thesaurus from 4 to 20
• User impact: None - this feature does 

not change the user experience of the 
Search functionality using a Thesaurus

Business Justification
• Support cases where there are many 

variations of a search term

Expanded Synonyms

Admins can define more Synonyms for a 
search term …

Instead of being limited to 4 Synonyms for a 
search term …
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Overview
• This is an enhancement that helps end 

users find documents and records using 
Vault Search
• The Vault Search feature can now 

utilize Synonyms for multi-word search 
terms
• System Admins must define multi-word 

search terms (Entries) in their Vault 
Thesaurus to utilize this enhancement

Business Justification
• Enable organizations to define 

Synonyms for multi-word search terms

Phrase Synonyms

Admin creates multi-word search term 
and corresponding synonym …

User perfroms a multi-word search and 
finds a document with a matching 

multi-word synonym …
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Overview
• This is an enhancement that helps 

System Admins manage their Vault 
Thesaurus
• System Admins can define Synonyms 

for a group of related search terms in a 
more succinct way
• User impact: None - this feature does 

not change the user experience of the 
Search functionality using a Thesaurus

Business Justification
• Make it easier for System Admins to 

define and manage a group of related 
search terms

Multidirectional Synonyms

Rather than define each combination of the 
related search terms in the group …

Admins can now set 
Multidirectional = TRUE in a 

thesaurus row …
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Multidirectional Synonyms Example

• Row 3: 
When users search for children, or adolescents, or pre-teens, or young adults …

Vault finds documents or records that use any of the other terms in the row

• Row 4: 
When users search for Antibiotics …

Vault finds documents or records that use Peniciin or Augmentin

When users search for Peniciin or Augmentin …

Vault will NOT find documents or records using Antibiotics
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Overview
• This is an enhancement that helps 

System Admins manage their Vault 
Thesaurus
• This feature increases the number of 

search terms (Entries) a System Admin 
can define in a Thesaurus from 1 to 5
• User impact: None - this feature does 

not change the user experience of the 
Search functionality using a Thesaurus

Business Justification
• Provides a more succinct way to define 

the same Synonyms for multiple search 
terms

Expanded Entries

Rather than repeat the Synonyms for each 
search term …

Admins can define Synonyms for more than 
one search term …
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Overview
• Although this is an enhancement that 

helps System Admins manage their 
Vault Thesaurus, it does help end users 
find documents and records using Vault 
Search in special situations (see 
Business Justification)
• This feature changes Thesaurus 

character limitations: the sum of 
characters for all Entries and Synonyms 
on a line must be <= 250

Business Justification
Enables users to find documents and 
records based on:
• A few long Synonyms for search terms
• Many short Synonyms for search terms

Expanded Character Limit

Help users find documents and records using a 
few long Synonyms for a search term …

Help users find documents and records using 
many short Synonyms for a search term …

TRUE
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Overview
• Vault will now send you a notification if 

a user replies to your annotation, or an 
annotation to which you previously 
replied
• It is not necessary to mention the 

owner of the annotation (@username) 
to trigger the notification

Business Justification
• Help users close the loop on activities 

identified in collaborations captured in 
document annotations

Notifications on Replies to 
Notes
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Notifications on Replies to Notes
• Details

Vault prevents redundant notifications from a single annotation or reply, in cases where multiple notification criteria are met

• If a user replies to an annotation, and the reply “@user mentions” the author of the annotation, 
Vault will only send one notification to the annotation author

• If a user replies to an annotation, and the author of the annotation Favorited the document, Vault 
will only send one notification to the note author

The priority order that determines which specific notification is sent when multiple notification criteria are met is as follows:

• @user mention notifications

• Annotation reply notifications
• Favorite document annotations
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Overview
• Users can expand and read longer 

notifications
• Up to 25 lines of text are available
• Longer notifications include a 

hyperlink to navigate directly to the 
full text on the Notification page

Business Justification
• Saves clicks because users can read 

longer notifications from the 
Notification panel

Notifications: View Full Content 
in Panel
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Overview
• Show More option is now available in 

All Tasks, My Tasks, Available Tasks, 
and Active Workflows (shown) that 
allows users to display additional 
details about workflows and tasks

Business Justification
• Saves time and clicks referencing more 

details about workflows and tasks

Show More on Tasks in Home 
Pages

<Single screenshot only>
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Show More on Tasks in Home 
Pages

Overview
• Additionally, Administrators can now 

configure a workflow task to prevent 
task completion from the Home screen

Business Justification
• The new functionality saves time and 

extra clicks when it comes to 
referencing more details about ongoing 
workflows and tasks

Requires the user to 
open the item before 
completing the task
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Overview
• Updated the style of the Admin > Users 

and Groups pages for Groups, Security 
Profiles, and Permission Sets (see left)
• This feature does not introduce any 

functionality changes

Business Justification
• Improve the Admin user experience 

through a consistent UI style

Updated UI Style on Users & 
Groups Pages
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Overview
• This feature improves Vault’s ability to 

correctly index, find, and highlight text 
in documents that contain punctuation 
(periods, commas, semicolons, dashes, 
single and double quotes)

Business Justification
• Improve user experience using Find in 

Document, Create Annotation, and 
Suggest Links (PromoMats)

Text Indexing & Combination 
Enhancements
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Overview
• Search Collections search terms no 

longer need to exist directly on a record 
for them to be returned in the results
• The result records only need to have a 

relationship to a record that does 
match the search term

Business Justification
• End users are not always aware of the 

object relationships when searching
• This update broadens the search results 

to include common related records, for 
instance, finding related Quality Event 
records when searching on a Batch

Expanded Search with Related 
Records

Related records are 
included by default

Results are returned 
because of their relationship 
to matching related records
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Expanded Search with Related Records
• Details

A new ‘Include Related Records’ option will be available for each object included in 
the Search Collection

Selecting ‘Include Related Records’ will return both direct and indirect hits

Only direct hits will be returned if the selector is not used

• Considerations
Only related objects that are defined in the collection will be available for selection 
in the ‘Include Related Records’ selector

• If there are no related objects in the collection, the selector will be greyed 
out 

A maximum of three relationships can be added across the objects in a collection

The related records are only returned if there are fewer than 5,000 results

• When limits are reached, users are instructed to filter down the object on 
the other side of the relationship
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Overview
• Envelope_sys and 

Envelope_Content_sys system objects 
are no longer available for load or 
extract using Vault Loader. 

Business Justification
• These objects drive the behavior of 

workflows and excluding them from 
Vault Loader ensures data integrity

Vault Loader: Disabling 
Workflow System Objects from 

Load or Extract Requests

<Single screenshot only>
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Overview
• Vault’s ‘Strict Matching’ search 

functionality is now field-centric, 
meaning that the minimum required 
matching terms must be in the same 
field in Vault rather than split between 
multiple fields

Business Justification
• Returns more precise results when 

multiple search terms are entered

Field Centric Strict Matching

Search returns only 
documents where both 

terms are found together 
in one field
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Field Centric Strict Matching
• Details

The ‘Strict Matching’ Search setting applies the following requirements to searches:

• Searches with one or two terms require all terms to match
• Searches with three or four terms require all but one term to match
• Searches with five or more terms require all but two terms to match

• Considerations
‘Strict Matching’ is optional and can be enabled or disabled for a particular Vault under
Admin > Settings > Search Settings



Data Management
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Overview
• One Workflows now include an Action

step to perform state changes and field 
updates on documents and records
• Action steps also include actions that 

are specific to a document or record

Business Justification
• Create a consistent user experience for 

admins building One Workflows that 
act route documents or records

Consistent Steps Across 
Workflows

Action step for 
a Document 

Workflow

Action step for 
an Object 
Workflow
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Consistent Steps Across Workflows
• Considerations

State changes performed by an Action step no longer check Entry Criteria or execute Entry Actions when the target state is the 
same as the existing state

An Action step for a record combines the former record workflow State Change, Update Record Field, and Update Related 
Record Field steps, and allows Admins to perform them conditionally
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Overview
• The new Lifecycle Stage Chevron cards 

allow users to quickly manage an active 
workflow and its tasks, without 
navigating away from the Document 
Viewer

Business Justification
• In previous releases users had to 

navigate to the Document Timeline 
View to manage a workflow
• The new Chevron Cards save time and 

additional clicks by allowing quick 
access to workflow information directly 
from Lifecycle Stages

Enhanced Stages Chevron Card 
for Workflows

Now displays info 
about when the 
workflow started
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Overview
• Tabs that display High Volume Object 

(HVO) records can now utilize Vault’s 
Search box to find records
• Searches HVO records’ Name field only
• Search is “starts with” and case 

sensitive

Business Justification
• Enable users to quickly search a large 

amount of data to find records by name

HVO Tabs: Search by Name 
from the Top Search Box

<Single screenshot only>
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Overview
• Admins can now configure actions to 

automatically set fields on Documents 
and Records that store objects (i.e. 
Product, Country, Facility, Department, 
etc.)

Business Justification
• Expands the opportunity for business 

processes to automatically set 
Document and Record fields

Populate Object Reference 
Fields with Workflows & 

Lifecycles

Action automatically 
populates 

Owning Department field 
with the record named 
“Customer Success”
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Populate Object Reference Fields with 
Workflows & Lifecycles

• Details
Admins can use this feature in …

• OneWorkflow Actions (closes a gap with Legacy Workflows)
• Document and Object lifecycle Entry Actions and Event Actions

Uses the RecordByLabel() function, which supports setting multiple values in multi-value fields
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Overview
• Admins can use this new function to 

automatically set fields on Documents 
and Records that store objects (i.e. 
Product, Country, Facility, Department, 
etc.)

Business Justification
• Expands the opportunity for business 

processes to automatically set 
Document and Record fields

RecordByLabel() Function in 
Expressions

The function is used in this 
Action to automatically set 

the Owning Department field 
with the record named 
“Customer Success”
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RecordByLabel() Function in Expressions
• Details

Admins can use this function in …

• OneWorkflow Actions 
• Document and Object lifecycle Entry Actions and Event Actions

This function supports setting multiple values in multi-valued fields
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Overview
• For an object lifecycle entry action that 

updates the state change of related 
documents, Admins can now configure 
the state change to skip documents 
which have already changed state

Business Justification
• Some Vault Publishing customers have 

configured content plan state changes 
to also update the state of Published 
Documents
• It is possible to have the same 

published document related in multiple 
locations, so the content plan hierarchy 
state change would fail after the first 
instance was moved to steady state

Skip Document State Change in 
Object Lifecycle Entry Action
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Overview
• Users can quickly access information 

about a related record or document 
they previously viewed in an object tab 
breadcrumb trail

Business Justification
• Enhance a user’s experience navigating 

through related records and documents

Breadcrumb Enhancements for 
Object Tabs

New pop-up shows information about 
the governing Change Control record 
when the user clicks on the name of 
the record one level back from the 

Change Action currently being viewed
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Breadcrumb Enhancements for Object Tabs
• Considerations

If a user previously saved a browser bookmark to a Vault page, using the browser bookmark will no longer display a 
breadcrumb on the object tab – this is done to prevent the possibility of referring to a record that has been deleted, or is no 
longer accessible based on permission changes
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Overview
• The Rich Text and Long Text field pop-

up window size is now bigger when 
viewing a record so that it is the same 
size as when editing the record

Business Justification
• Provides a consistent experience when 

viewing or editing Rich Text and Long 
Text fields

Rich Text/Long Text Pop-up 
Window Size Update

The dialog box opens in the 
same size when clicking ‘show 
more’ when viewing or 
clicking the ’pop up ‘ icon 
when editing

The dialog box opens in the 
same size when clicking 
‘Show more’ when viewing or 
clicking the ’pop up‘ icon 
when editing
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Overview
• Add one or more documents to a 

specific checklist question

Business Justification
• Respondents may need more guidance 

or context when answering questions
• Rather than seeking guidance outside 

of Vault, they can reference documents 
that help provide context and guidance 
for a specific question

Checklists: Add Reference 
Documents to Questions

<Single screenshot only>
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Overview
• A multiple-choice question response 

can control the appearance of one or 
more sections in a checklist

Business Justification
• Dependent sections provide a simple 

way to hide groups of questions that 
are not pertinent to the end-user based 
on their responses 

Checklists: Dependent Sections

<Single screenshot only>
Additional 

section 
appears 
based on 
the first 
answer
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Overview
• Admins can configure non-steady 

states as lockable versions of 
documents in EDLs/Content Plans

Business Justification
• Certain document lifecycles, such as 

Labeling, have interim states that are 
considered final for submission to a 
Health Authority
• This update allows users to lock the 

matched documents when in a defined 
non-steady state

EDLs: Configurable States for 
Document Version Locking
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EDLs: Configurable States for Document Version 
Locking

• Considerations
The EDL Match Job will take a little longer to complete the first time it runs after this update due to the data model updates. 
The completion time for subsequent runs of the EDL Match Job will return to their normal run time

A max of 10 lifecycle states can be configured (in addition to steady state and superseded)
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Overview
• For checklists with question 

dependencies, respondents may not 
see dependent questions based on 
their response to controlling questions 
• The review page no longer displays 

dependent questions that the 
respondent did not see when filling out 
the checklist 

Business Justification
• Reduce noise and confusion for 

respondents when finalizing a checklist

Checklists: Hide Unseen 
Questions on Review Page
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Overview
• Audit Trail log now includes lookup 

field changes. Currently tracked 
changes include:
• Changes of the source value of a 

lookup field
• Changes of the reference object 

that a lookup field is based on
• Setting of a lookup field as a result 

of a lookup field initialization

Business Justification
• This helps users to easily track the 

changes from and old value to the new

Audit Trail Enhancements to 
Track Lookup Field Changes in 

Object Records

Audit Trail Export file 
include the old and new 
values of the changed 

lookup field
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Audit Trail Enhancements to Track Lookup Field 
Changes in Object Records

Source value of a lookup 
field “Parent Claim Match 
Text” has been updated in 
this example

Audit Trail report and 
Export file include the old 

and new values of the 
changed lookup field

• In this example, the lookup field of Parent Claim Match Text has been updated, 2 
screenshots below show that this change is now included in the Audit trail report 
and its export
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Overview
• Introduces a new Reference Lookup 

Type, Generic, that can be used with 
Integration Field Rules and enables 
administrators to configure lookups for 
mismatched data types

Business Justification
• For example, an administrator may 

want to map a Picklist field value from 
the source Vault to a Boolean value 
from in the target Vault
• Specifically addresses limitations with 

the QMS to RIM Vault Connection

Enhancements to Reference 
Lookups

<Single screenshot only>
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Overview
• This feature is to provide support of 

Multi Value Picklist Field for High
Volume Objects

Business Justification
• Align behaviour between SVO and HVO
• This was a current gap that was 

preventing customers from moving 
from SVO to HVO
• Main use cases are for CDMS and Align

HVO Multi Value Picklist Field
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HVO Multi Value Picklist Field

• Considerations
Users shall only be able to select 1 multi value picklist field to use as a filter on Reports

Multi value picklist filters for HVO shall be excluded from the “Advanced Logic” grouping on Reports

For HVOs, you cannot have more than 5 AND operators for multi value picklists and you cannot mix AND / OR operators

You are only allowed to have 2 multi value picklist fields per HVO



Reporting
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Overview
• Provide an Option to download the 

report as seen on the report viewer 
with visual elements
• Either download the entire report data 

of just the group level information

Business Justification
• Reduce effort needed to format the 

excel sheet once downloaded
• Close feature gap with an option to 

only export group level information in 
excel format

Export to Formatted Excel
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Export to Formatted Excel
• Details

Changes for Menus:

Report in Vault

• Considerations
There are some limitations around fonts and column borders

Only for limited release 21r3.2: Matrix reports are not yet supported but are planned for general release

Before the release After the release

Report Exported to Formatted Excel
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Overview
• This feature expands formula fields for 

Multi-Pass reports to workflow reports 
• It includes extensions to support 

reporting on binders and relationships 
and workflow report views

Business Justification
• More advanced reporting use cases can 

be supported, KPI’s, metrics or 
calculations can now be defined on the 
report level, across the different report 
views

Multi-Pass Formula Fields 
Enhancements
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Multi-Pass Formula Fields Enhancements
• Details Editing of Formula Fields

• Considerations

Before the Release After the Release
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Overview
• When viewing a workflow, users can 

now see documents that were removed 
from the workflow

Business Justification
• Documents are sometimes manually or 

automatically removed from a 
workflow
• e.g. remove documents rejected in the first 

workflow step so second step approvers 
only consider the necessary documents

• Users want to see information about all 
of the documents that were originally 
included in a workflow, even the ones 
that were removed

Verdict Information & 
Reporting on 

Removed Documents

<Single screenshot only>Verdict information for 
the rejected document 
that was automatically 

removed from the 
workflow

Verdict information for 
the rejected document 
that was automatically 

removed from the 
workflow

Removed document shown in 
Workflow Timeline
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Document Timeline Showing Verdicts for 
Document Removed from Workflow

Verdict information for the 
rejected document that was 

automatically removed from the 
workflow

Removed document shown in Document Timeline
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Workflow Report Showing Verdicts for Document 
Removed from Workflow

Removed document shown in Workflow report

First workflow task (Approval Task) 
verdicts are shown for the Clean 

Room Decontamination Procedure

The Clean Room Decontamination 
Procedure was removed, and it’s 

no longer part of the workflow in the 
second task (QA Approval)
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Verdict Information & Reporting on 
Removed Documents

• Considerations
Applies to documents that were removed manually by a user, or automatically by a workflow via a Content Action 
configuration

Notifications will now include the removed document in the verdict token if the removed document was part of the verdict –
previously the removed document would not have been included
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Overview
• Admins have two new functions that 

can take into account weekends and 
holidays when working with dates
• NetWorkDays() can calculate the number 

of days between two dates or date/times, 
factoring out weekends and holidays
• Workday() can return a date N days in the 

future, accounting for weekends and 
holidays

• These functions can be used wherever 
formulas are supported: reports, 
lifecycle and workflow actions, and 
record validation rules, object page 
layout rules

Business Justification
• Enable users to account for weekends 

and holidays when working with dates

Workdays & Holidays

Last Modified Date – Created Date

Last Modified Date – Created Date
without weekends

Last Modified Date – Created Date
without weekends or holidays
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Workdays & Holidays
• Considerartions

This release does not automatically create holidays in your Vault

A default list of holidays by world region is available for upload as a vpk file

https://github.com/veeva/Vault-Holiday-VPK

Once uploaded, Admins can modify the list of holidays in their Vault for their organization

https://github.com/veeva/Vault-Holiday-VPK
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Overview
• Allows users creating reports to quickly 

select one or more workflows, 
documents, or records by name in 
report filters

Business Justification
• Greatly simplifies creating reports that 

are limited to specific documents, 
records, or workflows

Name Fields Support the In 
Operator for Report Filters
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Name Fields Support the In Operator for 
Report Filters

• Details
Using the In operator to select multiple values for a Name field performs a logical OR between each value, for example:

Document Name = Analytical Method Validation Procedure OR 

Document Name = Annual Review of Drug Procedure

• Considerations
In operator is only supported for Name fields in Report Filters

Users can select up to 100 values for each Name field Report Filter

This feature applies to both standard objects and High Volume Objects (HVOs)
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Overview
• Report creators can give users the 

ability to skip entering data for 
prompted fields when the report is run

Business Justification
• Enables one report to be used for 

multiple different uses, rather than 
creating multiple reports with different 
field prompt combinations

Optional Prompts in Reports
Report user 
perspective

Report creator 
perspective
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Optional Prompts in Reports
• Considerations

Report run time can be quite large if a report is used for an object with a lot of records, and a report user skips all of the field 
prompt(s)

Report creators should consider report performance when deciding which field prompts a report user should be able to skip

Vault displays an error message if a report will take greater than 30 minutes to return results – this can be resolved by any of
the following

• Adding filters to the report to reduce the number of results
• Running the report in the background or as a Flash report, which extends the allotted runtime up to 2 hours
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Overview
• Document reports now support the 

Checked Out, Checked Out By, Checked 
Out Date, and Description fields as 
report filters, columns, and row 
grouping
• Users can leverage these checked 

out fields to easily identify 
documents that are currently 
checked out of Vault 
• Learn more about Using Report 

Filters

Additional Document Field 
Support in Report 
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Overview
• This feature modifies the Round 

function to accept an optional 
parameter that can either be 
“significant” or “significant-astm”

Business Justification
• This enables users to round their 

numbers down to the appropriate 
number of significant figures based on 
two common methodologies.

Significant Figures in 
Expressions



Security
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Overview
• Domain administrators can inactivate a 

security policy preventing its selection 
when assigning a security policy to a 
user
• Security policies can be also deleted if 

no users are assigned to it
Business Justification
• Ensures that obsolete/unused security 

policies no longer show as available 
when creating users

Considerations
• This feature may not be validated in 

pre-release Vaults

Security Policy Inactivation
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Overview
• Extends the OAuth / OIDC profile for 

ADFS for specifying the preferred 
Microsoft Authentication library

Business Justification
• This information is used at runtime by 

Vault File Manager to load the 
appropriate authentication library

Considerations
• This feature will maintain existing 

behavior – if ADFS is currently selected 
for Authorization Server, ADAL will be 
selected after the release
• We do recommend changing to MSAL 

going forward
• This feature may not be validated in 

pre-release Vaults

OAuth 2.0/OpenID Connect 
profiles: Preferred Microsoft 
Authentication Library (ADFS)
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Overview
• A domain administrator can configure 

security policies of type password with 
a maximum number of password resets 
that can be requested by a user from 
the login page in a 24 hour window

Business Justification
• Provides additional options to harden 

security
Considerations
• This feature may not be validated in 

pre-release Vaults
• Existing behavior (no limit on password 

requests) is preserved by default

Password Security Policies: 
Password Reset Rate Limit
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Overview
• Object Controls are application specific 

UI controls - sections as in the 
screenshot, or groups of fields - that 
can be displayed in certain Vault 
applications on record detail pages
• This feature is auto-on, which means 

Admins can now configure which 
Object Controls are displayed to users 
based on their role

Business Justification
• Provides greater flexibility in securing 

application-specific Object Controls 

Object Control Security

In Vault Quality, access to these application 
specific section controls can now be configured
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Object Control Security
• Details

Admins can configure Security Profiles and 
Permission Sets to determine visibility of Object 
Controls at the object level

Admins can also use Atomic Security for fine-
grained visibility of Object Controls on specific 
record’s, based on the record’s lifecycle state and 
role

Controls whose access can be configured are 
identified on object Page Layouts with a Tuning 
icon

• Considerations
If a user has permission to view an object before 
22R1, they will have permission to the controls 
on the object by default

Example of 
Object Control Security for controls in 
Vault Quality on a Document Change 

Control’s lifecycle state 
(Atomic Security)

Example of 
Object Control Security for 

controls in Vault Quality on a 
Document Change Control 

object within a Permission Set 



System Administration
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Overview
• With every release, Veeva updates the 

data model
• The full list of Platform data model 

changes introduced in this General 
Release can be found using the What’s 
New in 22R1 link on the About the 
22R1 Release page in Vault Help

Business Justification
• Data model changes enable Veeva to 

support evolving customer needs and 
deliver new feature functionality

Platform Data Model Changes
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Overview
• Admins can view and compare 

XMLString attributes between inbound 
config packages and target vaults

Business Justification
• Admins can confirm updates before 

committing changes to a target Vault

Configuration Management: 
Comparison of XMLString

Component Attributes when 
Deploying Packages
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Overview
• Admins can now migrate Document 

Tags between Vaults

Business Justification
• Document Tags can be configured and 

validated in lower vaults and then 
easily migrated to Production using a 
validated tool

Configuration Management: 
Migrating Document Tags 

between Vaults
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Configuration Management: Migrating Document 
Tags between Vaults

• Details
Tag components are exported and imported using Vault Packages (VPK), and are visible in Vault Configuration and Comparison 
report

• Considerations
Feature is auto-on in Vaults with Outbound and Inbound Packages enabled
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Overview
• Admins can now see the actual time 

when jobs start in Admin > Operations 
> Job Status > History

Business Justification
• Helps Admins evaluate job duration 

and compare actual / scheduled start 
times

Jobs: Display Start Time for 
Completed Jobs

<Single screenshot only>
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Overview
• This feature streamlines object record 

migration by bypassing constraints and 
validation rules
• Audit logging will now show object 

records using migration mode with 
relaxed validation

Business Justification
• This feature will streamline large object 

record migrations 

Migration Mode with Relaxed 
Validation Rules
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Overview
• Admins can configure a OneWorkflow

task’s hyperlink to be off by default
• Detail View (top left): User’s click to 

show hyperlink when displaying tasks in 
the Detail view
• Grid View (bottom left): Users select 

Continue from the task’s Action menu 
to go to the task

Business Justification
• Creates a more compact default view of 

workflow tasks in the Detail View

Remove Default Task Link in 
Labels
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Remove Default Task Link in Labels
• Details

Admins access this configuration option using the new checkbox under Task Label

• Considerations
Unchecked for all existing OneWorkflows, and for new OneWorkflows created after the release
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Overview
• The User Role system object is moving 

to a high-volume object

Business Justification
• Performance and scalability

User Role Object Moving to 
HVO
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Overview
• The column headers is frozen by 

default on each sheet of the Compare 
Report

Business Justification
• It is no longer needed to manually 

freeze the column header on the 
Compare Report
• While navigating the Compare Report it 

is easily understood which fields are 
viewed

Compare Report Header Rows 
Frozen by Default
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Overview
• Security settings for Auto Managed 

Group field order is displayed in Vault 
Configuration and Vault Compare 
reports, just like it is shown in the Vault 
Admin user interface
• Each object and it’s fields are shown in 

individual rows

Business Justification
• Makes it easier for people reading 

Vault Configuration and Vault Compare 
reports to understand how the 
configuration is setup in Vault

Vault Configuration and 
Compare Report: Details for 
Auto Managed Group Field 

Order Security Settings
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Overview
• It is now possible to see formulas used 

in an object lifecycle state entry action 
within Vault Configuration and Vault 
Compare reports

Business Justification
• Eliminates information that was missing 

from Vault Configuration and Vault 
Compare reports about object lifecycle 
states

Vault Configuration and 
Compare Reports: Reporting 
Full MDL of Object Lifecycle 

State Entry Action Rules
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Overview
• The title in the Cover Page of the Vault 

Configuration Report for object data 
now includes “Object Data”

Business Justification
• Helps people reading Vault 

Configuration Reports distinguish 
between object data reports and 
system configuration reports

Vault Configuration Report: 
Cover Page Title for Object 

Data Workbook

<Single screenshot only>
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Overview
• Administrators can now assign and 

remove users and groups from object 
record roles 

• Available for objects with custom and 
matching sharing rules enabled

Business Justification
• Expanding the Vault Loader 

functionality to support updates of 
object sharing settings
• Useful for managing bulk update role 

assignments

Vault Loader: Updating User & 
Group Role Assignments on 

Object Records
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Overview
• The searchable document type picker, 

used to create documents, is now 
automatically enabled in all Vaults
• Values in a multi-select field are now 

automatically sorted in alphabetical 
order in all Vaults
• Checkout to Office Online is now 

automatically disabled in all Vaults

Business Justification
• Automatically set behavior for an 

improved user experience

Legacy Feature Enablement 
Updates

Searchable 
Document 

Type Picker

Sort Order for 
Values in a 
Multi-Select 

field

http://vaulthelp2.vod309.com/wordpress/user-help/adding-copying-documents/about-the-document-type-selector/
http://vaulthelp2.vod309.com/wordpress/admin-user-help/fields-objects/document-fields/
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Overview
• Admins can set a burst threshold for 

the number of emails Vault sends for 
the same notification template in a 30-
minute period
• Once the burst threshold is reached, 

Vault throttles the sending of 
additional email notifications for that 
template

Business Justification
• Provides a guardrail for customers 

whose email provider/infrastructure 
cannot handle large influx of emails

Notifications: Email Burst 
Threshold

<Single screenshot only>
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Notifications: Email Burst Threshold
• Considerations

The maximum value is 1,000,000

The threshold is calculated by notification template because if there is one inadvertent large notification, other notifications
issued during that time are still sent without interruption

If the burst limit has been met, all emails that exceed the threshold will be distributed 72 at a time, every 3 minutes for the 
next 30 minutes
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Overview
• Escaping characters in CSV outputs 

have been updated such that:
• Commas contained within picklists 

are escaped by two pairs of double 
quotes
• Vault does not add backslash (\) 

characters to field values with an 
existing backslash
• Unique, empty value fields on 

multi-value objects, displayed as 
“,,” in files extracted from Vault 
Loader, are empty in Scheduled 
Data Exports files

Scheduled Data Exports: 
Escaping Characters in CSV 

Output

<Single screenshot only>
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Overview
• Admins can export all their Vault object 

data and document metadata records 
to complete the initial load of Vault 
data into respective data lakes and data 
warehouses

Business Justification
• Scheduled Data Exports job only 

retrieved updated data from the past 
24 hours when the job is run for the 
first time and on subsequent job runs it 
only exports updated data since the 
last successful export.

Scheduled Data Exports: Initial 
Full Data Export

<Single screenshot only>
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Scheduled Data Exports: Including Inactive Document 
Fields by Default

• Overview
Vault automatically includes inactive document fields in Scheduled Data Exports when users select the Document entity

• Business Justification
Previously, inactive document fields were excluded from the Scheduled Data Export
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Scheduled Data Exports: Uploading CSV Files to S3 
with Bucket Owner Full Control ACL

• Overview
Customers using a self-managed AWS S3 bucket as a storage option for Scheduled Data Exports can be the S3 object owner for 
every export file uploaded to the bucket

• Business Justification
S3 Object Ownership is an Amazon S3 bucket-level setting that allows the disabling of access control lists, simplifying access 
management

• Considerations
Additional AWS S3 configuration may be required

Learn more about Scheduled Data Exports

Learn more about S3 Object Ownership

http://vaulthelp2.vod309.com/wordpress/admin-user-help/scheduled-data-exports/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/userguide/about-object-ownership.html
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Overview
• Allows admins to validate Criteria VQL 

prior to saving a dataset filter
Business Justification
• Ensures that any potential errors with 

the VQL syntax are identified and 
addressed proactively

Considerations
• Auto-on in Vaults that have Outbound 

Packages enabled

Data VPK: Validate VQL in 
Dataset Filter

<Single screenshot only>
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Overview
• Vault Loader failure logs now include 

any input CSV lines that were skipped 
due to errors

Business Justification
• Provides clarity to Admins of not just 

what lines failed, but also what lines 
were skipped due to failures

Vault Loader: Log Skipped Lines 
in Failure Log
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Overview
• Currency fields in Vault Objects now 

have two decimal places (instead of one 
previously)
• DateTime field 

on Document and Document 
Version exports now include seconds

Business Justification
• Provides greater specificity in the data 

that is being exported
Considerations
• Auto-on in Vaults with Scheduled Data 

Exports enabled

Scheduled Data Exports: 
Increased Precision on Field 

Values
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Overview
• When updating document roles using 

Vault Loader, the success log now 
contains the updated role IDs

Business Justification
• Provides clarity to Admins using Vault 

Loader to verify successful updates

Vault Loader: Return Updated 
Roles in Success Log
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Overview
• This feature allows our independent 

Veeva app developers and SDK 
developers to add a RecordAction that 
can be used in Bulk flow

Considerations
• Learn more about bulk object record 

actions

Bulk Actions on Record Actions

Bulk Actions can be 
accessed from the 

Action drop down menu

http://vaulthelp2.vod309.com/wordpress/admin-user-help/fields-objects/using-bulk-object-record-actions/
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Changes to FTPS Cipher Suite
• Overview

Vault will no longer support TLS1.0 and TLS1.1 when connecting to the File Staging Server using FTPS

• Business Justification
To align with current Transport Layer Security versions (1.3 is most current version)

• Considerations
These changes may affect custom integrations, but Vault UI users will not be affected
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Overview
• Vault is removing support for passing a 

Session ID as a query parameter 
to External URL Jobs
• Customers must update job definitions 

to use the Post Session Credentials via 
Form Data with Key “Session.id” (see 
screenshot)
• Customers must also update their 

external webapp to work with the 
session being passed via postMessage

Business Justification
• Passing a Session ID to an external job 

via this new method improves session 
security

Jobs: Disable Session ID Token 
in External URL Call 

Configuration
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Jobs: Disable Session ID Token in External URL Call 
Configuration

• The screenshot below shows the configuration for 
a job where the ${Session.id} token is being 
passed as a query parameter

• The application running at https://vps-
signature.herokuapp.com/DocusignStatusUpdate.j
sp expects the query parameter "sess" to contain 
the session ID, which it then uses to interact with 
Vault

• Note that the session ID token does not show up 
in the field selector on the right, but it still works if 
manually typed in, or if it already exists in the URL

Before 22R1

• The screenshot below  shows the configuration 
for a job where session is being passed as a 
postMessage

• The application running at https://vps-
signature.herokuapp.com/DocusignStatusUpdate.j
sp expects the session to be passed as a 
postMessage, which it then uses to interact with 
Vault

After 22R1
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Jobs: Disable Session ID Token in External URL Call 
Configuration

• Considerations
Once the change occurs, the ${Session.id} URL token will no longer work

Jobs that are not change will fail, and it will not be possible to edit and save a job’s configuration if it contains a session id 
token

If for any period, different Vaults will call the same external webapp using the two different methods, the webapp will need to 
support both

• This may occur if you have a Limited Release Vault (e.g. sandbox for development) that uses the new postMessage
method, and General Release Vaults (e.g. Production) that still use the URL method

Once all Vaults are using postMessage, the webapp’s query parameter support can be removed

Update job definitions by removing the ${Session.id} token from the URL, and checking the Post Session Credentials via Form 
Data with Key “Session.id” option
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Overview
• Allows Vault Admins to configure the 

field type for an Object or Document 
Query Field in Field Rules
• Developers can access this value in 

Vault Java SDK and use the value to 
create call-back VQL queries with the 
necessary VQL functions such as 
LONGTEXT(), RICHTEXT, and TONAME()

Business Justification
• Prior to 22R1, Vault Java SDK 

developers have no way of knowing if 
they need to use a VQL function on the 
callback query, making Long Text and 
Rich Text field support difficult

Object and Document Field 
Types for Integration Field 

Rules
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Overview
• This feature adds a new type of Vault 

Java SDK log, the Runtime log, which 
captures runtime data about your Vault 
Java SDK solutions for troubleshooting

Business Justification
• Prior to 22R1, Vault Admins must rely 

on the Vault Product team to research 
additional logging information when 
errors are encountered, or Admins 
were required to enable debug logging 
and recreate the error

SDK Runtime Logs

<Single screenshot only>
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Overview
• This feature allows administrators and 

developers to define tokens in URL 
values on External Connection records 
and resolve those tokens at runtime in 
Vault Java SDK
• Additionally, administrators can 

configure Vault Token records using the 
new component type, Vaulttoken, and 
use those tokens in URL values without 
needing to write code 

Business Justification
• Reduces manual reconfiguration when 

cloning/refreshing environments

Vault Tokens



Additional Information
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Notification Emails from Veeva
• Opt-in to Product Announcements in User Profile to be contacted about:

− Pre-release and validation document availability
− Go-live & key date reminders

− Initial release announcement (RIA)
− Release webinar invites

• Opt-in to Service Availability notifications in User Profile to be contacted about:

− Planned system maintenance
− Service disruptions
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Best Practices for Managing Vault Releases
This video contains:

• Information About Vault General Releases

• Recommended General Release Strategy
Step 1: Auto-On Features

Step 2: Configurable Features

• Sample Demonstration of a Release Process

Link to Presentation *

*(Support Portal Login Required)

https://support.veeva.com/hc/en-us/articles/360003528094-Veeva-Vault-Best-Practices-Knowledge-Collection
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Validation & Supporting Docs
• Veeva Compliance Docs

Validation Project Plan

IOQ Protocols

Business Requirement Documents

Traceability Matrices

System Release Memo

Release Notes

Summary Reports

Executed OQ Scripts
(unexecuted in Word format available upon request)

• Supporting Documents available on the 22R1 Release page in Vault Help

22R1 Release Impact Assessment

MARCH
System 

Release Memo
Monday
21st

Compliance 
Documents

Tuesday
22nd

Executed OQs
Friday
25th

http://vaulthelp2.vod309.com/wordpress/rn/general-release/releasenotes-st/about-the-21r3-release/
http://vaulthelp2.vod309.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Vault-Release-Impact-Assessment-21R3.pdf


Questions


